Biotics 5 Development Priorities - Issues - 2017
Submit a Ticket to increase the priority of a development issue!

In January you were asked to complete a Roadmap survey which sought to gather feedback on
priorities for roadmap epics. Roadmap epics are broad areas of development which require
significant time and effort and normally span several Biotics releases. This survey is designed to
gather input from you on specific priorities for ongoing Biotics development of individual issues. If
you recall, the Biotics Roadmap was established to allow for three lanes of development capacity at
a given time. The individual development issues for which we are requesting feedback in this
survey fall under lane 3 - Ongoing Development. Planning and development tasks for all three lanes
occur simultaneously so work on the ongoing development tasks identified in response to this
survey will not detract from development of the epics.
As in the past this Ongoing Development survey is broken into two sections, one for Map related
features and one for non-Map features. Each section presents a list of the top twenty priority
features. Priorities were established according to the total number of helpdesk tickets associated
with each development issue. The purpose of this survey is to obtain your input regarding the top
set of Map and non-Map development priorities you would like to see implemented.
If you feel that a desired feature is not listed within the set of choices provided, the survey will
allow you to add and rank one alternative item to both the Map and non-Map sections. To do so,
enter your ranking for the “Other” item (last one listed) and make sure to provide a description of
the desired functionality within the “Other” comments line.
The results of this survey will be incorporated into existing development issues, however, unlike
the previous Biotics 5 survey, we will not be submitting tickets on your behalf based on the results
of the survey.
Therefore, if you would like to increase the priority of an issue that you feel is especially important
to your program and want to be notified when the functionality has been implemented, you must
submit a ticket to the help desk.
The easiest way to submit a ticket is to email biotics@natureserve.org, copy the issue as defined in
the survey, and paste it into the subject area. However please do not submit a ticket if your
program has already done so for this issue. If you are not sure, just ask and we will check for you.
If any of these issues are unclear to you, please submit a help desk ticket for clarification.
To see how last year's survey results were implemented, see Implementation of 2016 Survey
Results - Development Priorities of Issues.
Please limit your response to one per program.
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* 1. Which program are you from?
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Biotics 5 Development Priorities - Issues - 2017
Rank Map Feature Requests

2. Rank 10 of the top 20 Map feature requests below, indicating 1 as the highest priority and 10 as the
lowest priority.
1Highest
Priority

2

3

4

5 - Mid
Priority

6

7

8

9

10 Lowest
Priority

BX-156: Implement
ability to save and apply
saved filters to Map
Resources
BX-172: Allow individual
users to change
symbology for managed
layers and also other
map services that would
support this behavior
BX-972: improve
measure tool
BX-90: Add Zoom By
tool or ability to
configure Find Location
tool
BX-1149: Export to
Shapefile - All layers
BX-1252: Alter
symbology of uploaded
shapefiles to cycle
through a color ramp
BX-294: Allow users to
add graphics to the map
BX-1297: Create
Working List from filtered
layer
BX-1821: Allow Zoom to
Coordinates and Identify
tools to be used
simultaneously
(previously supported)
BX-101: Allow feature
map services to be
utilized in Map viewer
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1Highest
Priority

2

3

4

5 - Mid
Priority

6

7

8

9

10 Lowest
Priority

BX-197: Allow individual
users to dynamically
label managed layer
BX-405: Allow OGC
Web Map Service
(WMS) to be utilized in
Map
BX-819: Implement a
quick search/filter for
managed layers
BX-1461: Add option to
Apply Add/Remove
to/from Include List to All
Selected dialog
BX-1484: Update
managed layers Details
dialog to all the record
being viewed to be
added to a Working List
BX-2644: Make
headings sortable in
Map's Attribute table
BX-46: Feature Search
in Map fails when trying
to 'Get Unique Values'
BX-1115: modifying
shape of large, complex
shape returns "Warning:
Unsresponsive Script"
multiple times
(bioticsVA, bioticsFL,
bioticsNE)
BX-1182: Implement
ability to add KML files
to Map
Other: as specified
below
Other (please specify)
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Biotics 5 Development Priorities - Issues - 2017
Rank Non-Map Feature Requests

3. Rank 10 of the top 20 Non-Map feature requests below, indicating 1 as the highest priority and 10 as the
lowest priority.
1Highest
Priority

2

3

4

5 - Mid
Priority

6

7

8

9

10 Lowest
Priority

BX-181: Allow programs
or users to customize
the columns shown for
search results and
working lists
BX-1418: Add specimen
table to Source Feature
BX-2273: Allow
programs to customize
data entry screens (EO
in particular)
BX-2252: Create online
replacement for rank
calculator spreadsheet
BX-420: Replicate
"Record maintenance"
and "Attribute
Maintenance"
functionality from Biotics
4, which provide access
to the current record's
audit log
BX-1665: Increase nonspatial search results
limit to 1000
BX-828: Show more
Working Lists & list
items per page
BX-1286: Need Change
Associated Element
option for SFs
BX-2140: Add tool to
show table relationships
within Biotics
BX-1434: Allow
hyperlinks in text fields
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1Highest
Priority

2

3

4

5 - Mid
Priority

6

7

8

9

10 Lowest
Priority

BX-381: Implement the
ability save and reuse
search criteria
BX-380: Implement the
ability to administer
customizable domain
tables
BX-1642: Service
Unavailable error
displayed frequently
when Grant/Refresh
Database Privileges run
BX440: Text/background
color options to reduce
eye strain
BX-537: Add "Go To
Record" functionality
BX-1116: Provide an
automated way to
populate Distribution
grids in subnational
characterization (CAS)
records
BX-1250: Implement
Contacts screen and
enable Contacts grids in
related records
BX-1715: Improve
performance when
loading records with
large numbers of grid
rows
BX-2239: Turn
TAXON_[G-NS]_RANK_CHANGES
extensible table into
standard fields that
automatically populate
BX-664: Ability to add
multiple search results to
a grid at once
Other: as specified
below
Other (please specify)
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